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Area 2 Aspirations*
Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing


more businesses and mixed use on four corners of Lee Highway and N. Harrison Street, along Lee Highway and on N. George Mason Drive



density and taller buildings in these areas (midrise not high-rise) if:


parking is addressed (preferably underground),



transit access is improved,



stormwater run-off is accounted for/mitigated and/or reduced, and



appropriate transitions in scale, height and character are achieved (through the use of green spaces and gradual height transitions)



improving aesthetics and function of the strip commercial highway frontage



concern over losing the Lee Center because of its services and it’s easily accessible by foot

Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design


acknowledging people will still drive cars in the future



improving parking areas (amount and/or configuration) and pedestrian access at all commercial centers

Historic and Cultural Resources


highlight history (buildings and stories) and culture in neighborhoods through art



roadway to not be called “Lee Highway”



experience and expand the arts



area should feel like a “front porch” community, neighborly and welcoming - core should have its own distinct character, while the neighborhoods continue
to be a place where neighbors see and interact with each other regularly.

*This is a summary of the community feedback to date. For additional details and information, please refer to the Neighborhood Inspirations Report.
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Area 2 Characteristics + Planning Influences
Transportation, Connectivity and Urban Design



Segment of Lee Highway with narrowest right-of-





Core Areas - low tree canopy and high

way

percentage of impervious surfaces (surface

Pedestrians and cyclists feel unwelcome and

parking lots)

vulnerable - narrow sidewalks, no buffer from


Environment





Depth of core area is small and provides less opportunity
to increase development density and height



Core area is surrounded by single family neighborhoods,
making transition of height and mass more challenging

Highly impervious commercial properties

moving traffic, no dedicated bike lanes

contribute significant run-off downstream



Along Lee Highway - mostly small and shallow parcels

Left turn lanes exist only at intersections with N.

influencing watersheds north and south of



At intersections – larger parcels with opportunities for full

Harrison Street and N. George Mason Drive

corridor

Buildings are significantly setback with large



drains southward creating flooding challenges

built along property line

in Westover Branch, Torreyson Run, Little



Buildings have little or no relationship to street

Pimmit East Branch, and Lubber Run



Proximity and accessibility (bicycle) to metro is

watersheds

challenging, however, 22nd Street N. and 26th




Buildings in core have human scale but no
desirable urban form

East-west connectivity is strong both north and
south of corridor - parallel bike routes feasible

Building Heights are typically low-rise
buildings (up to 3 stories)

Street N. provide access to EFC metro; N. George
Mason Drive provides access across I-66

redevelopment

West of N. Harrison Street, for example, area

surface parking areas in front and side yards or,



Development Potential



Many of the corridor’s gas stations and drivethrough businesses are located here
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Inspiration for Design Concepts
Area 2: Main Street West

As stated in the Neighborhood Inspiration
Report, it is envisioned that this area will
build on its “front porch” neighborly identity
by transforming Lee Highway and the
emerging social hubs, into welcoming,
walkable, and cyclable destinations of low to
medium intensity. The buildings in the core
area will have its own distinct character
(that

compliments

neighborhood)

and

the

surrounding

diverse

businesses,

while the neighborhoods continue to be “a
place where children play on the streets and
people come together for block parties”.
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Area 2: 2016 Vision Study Ideas
Observations and additional ideas:
• There are creative ways to develop
narrower parcels and still achieve
mixed-use vitality.

• Plan Lee Highway can create new development options
not available to current owners as well as promote
cosmetic improvements.
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Area 2: Scenario Analysis
Scenario A : Modest Lot Consolidation

Overview:
•

•

Scenario A assumes modest consolidation of parcels when parcels that are side by side along Lee Highway, are
consolidated.
Scenario B assumes larger consolidation of parcels - when
parcels along Lee Highway and single family residential lots
behind those parcels are combined.

Objective is to identify opportunities for:

Scenario B: Larger Lot Consolidation

Disclaimer: plan is for illustrative purposes only to depict potential lot consolidation,
placement of buildings, enhanced street network and location of new open spaces.

•
•

mixed-use development along Lee Highway;
diversity of housing options, including affordable housing and

•

housing for elderly;
establishing a good transition (height and density) to avoid
potential impacts to surrounding neighborhood

•

enhancing Lee Highway to accommodate wider sidewalks,
safe pedestrian crosswalks, street trees and bike facilities;

•

relieving pressure at key intersections and reducing curb cuts
along Lee Highway to eliminate vehicular, pedestrian and
bicycle conflicts (Vision Zero goal for no serious injuries or

•
Existing buildings

New buildings

Existing & new open Space

fatalities); and
additional publicly accessible open spaces and stormwater
7
detention/retention.

Area 2: Land use
Scenario A

Overview:
Scenario A - modest lot consolidation
•

Parcels along Lee Highway can be either commercial or low- to
moderate-scale multi-family.

•

Single family residential lots behind commercial parcels can be
two-family to low-scale multi-family.

Scenario B - larger lot consolidation
•

Parcels along Lee Highway and single family residential lots
can be combined to encourage mixed-use development along
Lee Highway, with low- to moderate-scale multi-family in
residential edges.

Scenario B

Traditional mixed use (commercial ground floor, residential above):
•

is more feasible at key intersections and

•

should be allowed along Lee Highway, but not required, to
allow market to deliver the goods and services that are in
demand.

Objective:
Mixed-use development and diversity of housing options
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Ground Floor Spaces and Street Activation
Ground floor commercial and market adaptability should be encouraged by requiring development to build flexible ground floor spaces that can incorporate commercial
uses over time. However, other types of uses (i.e. light industrial) can also be encouraged to help activate and occupy commercial ground floors and diversify the mix of
businesses.

Pet grooming + boarding

M. E. Swing Coffee Roastery, Alexandria, VA

NOVA Labs Maker Space Reston, VA

Fresh Impact Farms, Arlington, VA

Gather Coworking, Richmond, VA

Examples of neighborhood scaled industry and non-traditional uses that can activate ground floor flex space.

Decentralized Data Centers

Area 2: Connectivity
Objective:
•
•

enhance Lee Highway to accommodate wider sidewalks, safe pedestrian crosswalks, street trees and bike facilities; and
relieve pressure at key intersections and reducing curb cuts along Lee Highway to eliminate vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle conflicts (Vision
Zero goal for no serious injuries or fatalities)

Scenario A

Scenario B

Example of modest lot consolidation and effect on streetscape - numerous
curb cuts and inconsistent streetscape

Example of larger lot consolidation and effect on streetscape –
reduced number of curb cuts and consistent streetscape
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Area 2: Connectivity
Examples of standalone commercial development and auto-oriented uses that engage the street, placing parking (and drive-thru services) to the side or rear of the building.

*Design standards should be established to encourage a better integration of auto-oriented uses with proper street frontage and reduced curb cuts.
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Area 2: Connectivity
Overview:

Scenario A

• Scenario A proposes additional connectivity at key
intersections only
• Scenario B proposes additional connectivity at key
intersections, as well as, an enhanced parallel street
network (on north side of Lee Hwy.) through larger lot
consolidation.
• Larger lot consolidation provides opportunities to:
• underground utilities, accommodate wider sidewalks,
street trees and bike facilities along Lee Highway and
establish a uniform and cohesive streetscape; and
Scenario B

*

• establish a parallel street network to improve
neighborhood access to existing commercial areas and
relieve pressure at key intersections
• Scenario A & B proposes interconnectivity between
adjoining parcels to reduce curb cuts along Lee Highway
and eliminate vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle conflicts
(Vision Zero goal for no serious injuries or fatalities).

*
*
* Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay
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Area 2: Connectivity
Scenario A

• New internal
roadway
network to
provide
adjacent
neighborhood
access to
Safeway mixed
use
development
• Potential lot
consolidation
• New publicly
accessible
open space

1

1

Safeway

Scenario B

1

*

*
*
* Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay
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Area 2: Connectivity
2
Scenario B

2
*

*

*

Harris
Teeter

*
* Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay

• Extend 25th Rd. N to provide adjacent neighborhood
access to Lee Harrison mixed use development
• New publicly accessible open space
• Potential stormwater detention/retention area

*
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Area 2: Connectivity
3
Scenario B

*

3

*

*
*

*

* Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay

• Extend 25th St. N - provide parallel network to improve
connectivity, reduce curb-cuts along Lee Highway and
reduce pressure on key intersections
• New service road
• Potential lot consolidation
• New publicly accessible open space
• Potential stormwater detention/retention area

*
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Area 2: Connectivity
4

23rd Rd. N

Garden City

Scenario B

4

• Extend 23rd and 22nd Rd. N to improve
connectivity, reduce curb-cuts along Lee
Highway and reduce pressure on key
intersections
• New service road
• Potential lot consolidation
• New publicly accessible open space
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Preliminary Lee Highway Streetscape Proposals
26th. St N.

Improvement summary:
Change to existing condition- remove median, move in curbs,
Pedestrian- street trees, lighting
Bicycle- bike lanes on parallel streets (26th St. N and 22nd St.
N) with clear and safe transition points off Lee Highway
Transit – consider bus/HOV priority in outer lanes at peak
Vehicular- 2 travel lanes in each direction
R.O.W.- sufficient to accommodate improvements

Area 2

10ft.

EXISTING
CONDITION

Note: illustrations of proposed condition are preliminary and depict a few of the
potential solutions for providing equitable access to all modes of travel along the
corridor.

50ft.
(including gutter)

PROPOSED
CONDITION

TRANSIT / HOV
PRIORITY (peak times
on both sides)

10ft.

22ND St N.
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Preliminary Lee Highway Streetscape Proposals
Improvement summary:
Change to existing condition- remove median, move in curbs,
Pedestrian- wider sidewalks, street trees, lighting
Bicycle- protected bike lanes at sidewalk elevation
Transit – consider bus/HOV priority in outer lanes at peak
Vehicular- 2 travel lanes in each direction
R.O.W.- Transforming Lee Highway into complete streets will require
partnerships with land owners to achieve expanded sidewalks and bicycle
infrastructure, flex zone and/or parking.

ON STREET
PARKING

Area 2

20ft.

TRANSIT / HOV
PRIORITY (peak times
on both sides)

50ft
(including gutter).

EXISTING
CONDITION

Lane widths vary
(11-12 ft.)

Note: illustrations of proposed condition are preliminary and depict a few of the
potential solutions for providing equitable access to all modes of travel along the
corridor.

PROPOSED
CONDITION

20ft.

Approx. 10’ min. needed on both sides in narrow
r.o.w. conditions

FLEX ZONES
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Area 2: Public spaces
Scenario A:
• Modest lot consolidation
• Minimal publicly accessible open spaces
• Stormwater detention @ Lee Center
Scenario B:
• Larger Lot consolidation
• Additional publicly accessible open spaces
• Stormwater detention @ Lee Center, along south side of
Lee Highway, and Lee Harrison Shopping Center

Scenario A

Larger lot consolidation provides opportunities for additional
publicly accessible open spaces and stormwater
detention/retention.

Objective:

Scenario B

•

Provide additional publicly accessible open spaces and
stormwater detention/retention.

*

*
*
* Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay
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Area 2: Public space + runoff detention
Overview:
• Scenario A and B propose to enhance the existing
public open spaces along Lee Highway.
• In Scenario A, no new publicly accessible open spaces
are proposed as part of redevelopment.
• In Scenario B, several new publicly accessible open
spaces are proposed as part of redevelopment, through
larger parcel consolidation

Tanner Springs Park, Portland, OR

Fourth Ward Park, Atlanta, GA

Examples of activated public spaces that
also detain run-off. Runoff can also be
stored below grade in vaults.
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Area 2: Building heights
Current Building Height Standards

Proposed Building Height Standards:

for By-Right Development:

•

General recommendations for additional height are preliminary and are be based on establishing good
transitions and achieving desired community improvements overall (i.e. Lee Highway improvements,

•

Commercial zoning (i.e. C-1, C-2) – up to 3
or 4 stories (35’ and 45’)
Multi family zoning (i.e. RA 8-18) – up to 4
stories (40’)
Two family zoning (i.e. R2-7) – up to 3

•

stories (35’)
Single family zoning (i.e. R-6) – up to 3

•
•

stormwater management, major intersection improvements, street grid expansion, publicly accessible open
spaces and greater affordability contributions)
•

which may ultimately change the preliminary recommendations for height
•

Maximum allowable heights will not be granted automatically - subject to Site Plan process and County
Board review and approval

stories (35’)
Additional height for properties along Lee

Additional consideration for historic structures will be determined in the next step (with community input),

Objective:
establish a good transition (height and density) to avoid potential impacts to surrounding neighborhood

Highway may be needed to accommodate

•

parking and encourage improvements to the
corridor.

Urban Design Tools to integrate new density and transition heights sensitively:
•
•

Increased setbacks
Landscape buffers

•
•
•
•

Trees
Open spaces
Alleys/service roads
Tapering of heights
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Area 2: Building heights
Scenario A

Examples of mid-block
transitions between
redevelopment and
existing homes.

Scenario B

Example of larger lot
consolidation with
transition at the street.
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Redevelopment
Scenario A

Example of modest lot consolidation and redevelopment

Scenario B

Example of larger lot consolidation and redevelopment
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Area 2: Building heights
Overview:

Scenario A

• Scenario A proposes:
• up to 7 stories of height on north side of intersection of
Harrison St. and Lee Highway;
• up to 5 stories of height for parcels along Lee Highway;
• Up to 4 stories of height for single family residential lots
behind commercial parcels.
• Scenario B proposes:
• up to 7 stories of height at intersection of Harrison St. and
Lee Highway and for parcels along Lee Highway,
transitioning down to 5 stories;
Scenario B

*

• up to 4 stories of height for single family residential lots
behind commercial parcels.
• Additional height/density spur additional community
improvements from private investment (Lee Hwy.
improvements, stormwater management, publicly accessible
open spaces, major intersection improvements, street grid
expansion, and greater affordability contributions)

*
*
* Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay
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Area 2: Scenario Comparison
Scenario A: Modest Lot Consolidation

Scenario B: Larger Lot Consolidation

Land Use

• Parcels along Lee Highway can be either commercial or low- to
moderate-scale multi-family.
• Single family residential lots behind commercial parcels can be twofamily to low-scale multi-family.

• Parcels along Lee Highway and single family residential lots can be combined to
encourage mixed-use development along Lee Highway, with low- to moderatescale multi-family across from single family neighborhoods.

Connectivity

• Additional connectivity at key intersections only
• Lee Highway: numerous curb cuts and inconsistent streetscape

• Additional connectivity at key intersections and enhanced parallel street network
north of Lee Highway
• Lee Highway: reduced curb cuts and consistent streetscape

Public Space and Runoff Detention

• Minimal publicly accessible open spaces
• Stormwater detention @ Lee Center

• Additional publicly accessible open spaces
• Stormwater detention @ Lee Center, along south side of Lee Highway, and Lee
Harrison Shopping Center

Building Heights

• Minimal increase in height/density to spur private investment and
contribution to site improvements and some affordability

• Additional increase in height/density to spur additional community improvements
from private investment in key locations (Lee Hwy. improvements, stormwater
management, major intersection improvements, street grid expansion, publicly
accessible open spaces and greater affordability contributions)

Business Clustering

• Clusters commercial activity near major intersections and
accommodates more stand-alone commercial space.

• Provides broad opportunity for retail space within mixed-use projects along Lee
Highway.

Aging-in-place

• Area 2 is well situated for aging-in-place. Both scenarios provide a variety of multi-family or mixed-use residential options with proximity to neighborhood
services, public space and medical facilities.

Affordable Housing

• Some affordability

Diverse Housing
Options

• Both scenarios provide opportunities to integrate housing types that transition to lower density residential uses in single-family edges

Historic and Cultural
Resources

• Both scenarios provide opportunity to interpret significant events, individuals and or non-extant structures through redevelopment near Fire Station #8 and
Halls Hill / High View Park.
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• Provides greater opportunity to integrate affordable housing models within larger
mixed-use developments. Due to the scale of those projects, there is greater
potential to meet a variety of price-points.

Implementation and trade-offs
IMPLEMENTATION
Base level – built around private investment and contribution to site improvements and some affordability
Additional incentive – more height/density to spur additional community improvements from private investment in key locations (Lee Highway
improvements, stormwater management, publicly accessible open spaces, major intersection improvements, street grid expansion, and greater
affordability contributions)
Anticipate County investment in larger stormwater, transportation and infrastructure improvements
TRADE-OFFS
Building Heights
Building heights driven by economically viable development and desired public improvements (i.e., streets, biophilic attributes, stormwater strategies,
pervious surface, affordable housing, etc.)
Extent of Change
Core and edge areas
Change at the Edge
Integrate housing types that transition to lower density residential uses in single-family edges
Complete Streets
Transforming Lee Highway into complete streets (safe, convenient and comfortable experience for all modes) will require partnerships with land owners to
achieve expanded sidewalks and bicycle infrastructure
Businesses
Achieving goal for redevelopment with mixed and complementary uses could impact and displace some existing auto-oriented businesses. While
adding additional residents can benefit neighborhood-serving businesses, it may take a while for density to fill in.
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Data Factors for Scenario Evaluation
•

# of Dwelling Units

•

Non-residential floor area

•

Population

•

Jobs

•

Length of improved or new streets

•

Land acreage for commercial, residential, mixed use, public and open space

•

Net change in impervious and permeable areas

•

Stormwater Detention/Retention Overlay areas on open spaces

•

Tree canopy coverage

•

Preservation/Creation of Housing affordability (MARKs and CAFs)
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Next Steps in developing Preliminary Concept Plan
Mobility – Complete transportation modeling (streets and intersections) by mode + Coordinate
with VDOT
Schools – Coordinate with APS to evaluate changes in student enrollment; identify future
school models
Public facilities – Clarify preferred concept for public properties; identify future opportunities for
public/private partnerships if new public facilities are needed; clarify future library concepts;
identify options for providing core support services on public land.
Open spaces – Work with DPR to differentiate use and character within in key proposed open
spaces
Housing – Evaluate achievement of AHMP affordability goal (2,500 unit target) and identify
opportunity areas to increase affordability and related tradeoffs; Clarify housing type diversity
Cultural resources- Describe framework for varying levels of preservation + interpretation on key
properties based on significant stories, people, events and the eclectic architecture of Lee
Highway.
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